Acrolin - Komodo, Medusa, Marquessa
Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper with dark metallic finish

Acrolin 2000
Heavier weight acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper
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Acrolin 2000 Atlanta
Heavier weight acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper

Acrolin 2000 Carousel
Heavier weight acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper with two tone complementary designs
Acrolin 2000 Jewel

An exotic range of glorious colours with a sumptuous finish

Acrolin 2000 Mayfair

For the highest quality fashion statements, this attractive paper offers a metallic, textile look
Acrolin Alligator
Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper with two tone complementary alligator-like designs

Acrolin Galia
Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper with two tone light metallic finish complementary design
Acrolin Manhattan
Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper, plain shades, matt/unembossed

Acrolin Samarkand
Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper with two tone complementary leather-like designs
Acrolin Verona

Embossed, acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper

Adirondack® Cover

Simulates the rich texture of kidskin leather, with an acrylic coating that provides resistance to moisture and staining
ALLOY® - Wide Range of Material Combinations

Latex-saturated decorative covering material and paperboard composite base material

Ancillaries - Mull & Calico, Hollows, Crepe/Kraft

Spine linings, hinges, and fabrics for any bookmaker's project
Arbelave® Library Buckram
High quality, strong, durable coated buckram

Arbelave® Metallic Buckram
High quality, strong, durable coated buckram with metallic finish
Arbetex E & A
Supple leather effects on cotton base cloth

Archival Folder Stock
Acid-free Hi-pH archival quality folder stock
Archival Genuine Pressboard™

Acid free Hi-pH archival quality pressboard

Archival Grey/White Board

Acid-free Hi-pH archival quality duplex grey and white material
Arcoflex® Paper Tape
Color coated saturated paper, available gummed or plain

Automotive Fine Line Paint Masking
Smooth crepe saturated tape base using heat resistant saturant and release
Automotive Standard Paint Masking

Natural color creped base, saturated and high temperature release coating

Bag Stock

Decorative, dyed-through Kraft bag stock
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Balmoral®
A finely woven coated cloth in a range of vibrant colors

Basics®
Lightweight, vellum-finished, uncoated colored pressboard used in printed ticket, tag, and filing applications
Beluga by Skivertex®

Reminiscent of luxurious aquatic leathers popular in the 1800s

Blox-Lite®

Two side print, blockout banner material
Boniflex Colors

Acrylic reinforced Kraft with aqueous coating

Buckingham

Lighter weight buckram cloth
Canton Cover®
Simulated football texture

Carbon-X by Corvon®
Exclusive carbon fiber texture, with proprietary coating chemistry, creating depth and subtle, iridescent luster
Care Label™
High wet strength label material

Custom Color Tape Backing

Carton Sealing Coated Tape Base
Natural color medium tensile flat saturated base
Chelsea
Traditional "white back" cotton cloth

CityLight® Select 175
8 Mil Wet Strength Day/Night Backlit Print Media
CityLight® UV 008
8 Mil Latex Saturated Day/Night Backlit Durable Paper

Clean Room™ Paper
Lint-free paper for use in clean room environments
Colored Wallet
Available in a wide range of colors

Conservation Buckram Archive
Strong double warp buckram
ConVerd Board™
Fiber-based, rigid, recyclable alternative for structural signage applications

Cover-Cut™ 17
Latex-saturated, kidskin embossed document cover
DigiScape® 350
17 Mil Latex Saturated Non-Woven Wall covering Material

DigiScape® II
17 Mil Latex Saturated, PET Non-woven Backed, Type II Commercial Wall covering
DigiScape® Smooth 260
9 Mil Latex Saturated Non-Woven Wall covering

DigiScape® Stick-R 260
9 Mil Latex Saturated Non-Woven Wall covering with Removable Pressure Sensitive Adhesive
Dorset®
Smooth, matte finish with rich color saturation

Drywall Corner
Wet strength material used for drywall corner strips
DuoBoard® 050
50 Mil High Integrity, C2S Duplex Board

Durango™ Jean Label
Latex saturated flat base designed to simulate leather.
DuraPress®

Smooth, stiff, medium density pressboard in a range of colors

Ecorel®

E3 = Economical Ecological Electronic sample service
Electrical and Electronics Tapes
Saturated and release coated crepe papers for electronic components bandoleering.

Elements
Medium-weight, low-density, vellum-finished board specifically engineered to provide bulk without weight
Endura® - Print
7, 10, 17 Mil Latex Saturated Wet Strength Durable Paper

Endura® C2S 018
18 Mil Two Side Print Wet Strength Durable Paper
Endura® Jean Label
Latex saturated flat base designed to simulate leather.

Endura® PSA 150
7 Mil Latex Saturated Durable Paper with Permanent or Removable Pressure Sensitive Adhesive
Endura® TR 250

10 Mil Tear Resistant Wet Strength Non-Woven

EnviroScape Mural®

Pre-pasted, PVC-free printable wall covering material
Everyday Photo Paper 180

8 Mil Photo Realistic Poster Paper

Expanlin™

Lightweight Tyvek® (1025D) or a cotton cloth laminated to a heavy weight paper/board.
Exterior Building & Professional Paint Masking

Creped saturated base with UV unreactive saturant and high temperature release coating

FiberTag®

Fiber-based, environmentally-responsible HDPE/PLA/Styrene replacement for horticultural tag and pot wrap market
File Folder - Recycled Kraft

Various thicknesses kraft content material: bleached and unbleached

Flashe by Skivertex®

High-tech colors inspired by designer electronics... translated into a fashionable leather palette.
Fleur

Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper, natural spring shades, matt/unembossed

Flexart® 280

12 Mil Stretchable, Non-Woven Alternative to Textile Canvas
General Purpose Tape Base
Cream color, lightweight, creped, saturated base suitable for general household and light industrial uses

Genuine Pressboard™
Smooth, highly-densified pressboard cover material with a distinctive marbled, mottled appearance
Grafton®

Uncoated vellum-finished sheet available in a wide range of colors, textures, and weights

Granada™ Cover

Spanish-inspired leather grain emboss
GreenLight® II Plus!

Bright white, C2S backlit signage material

Guidex® Type II Pressboard

Medium density pressboard, very stiff and strong
Heat Seal Tape
Color coated, kraft paper or latex-saturated, nylon-reinforced base with a heat seal adhesive

Hi-Tear
Color coated cellulose/synthetic fiber blend latex impregnated paper
Hillcrest® 23 White
Printable wall covering grounds

Hillcrest® 40 White
Printable wall covering grounds
Hillcrest® 50 White
Printable wall covering grounds

Hillcrest® 80 Colors
Printable wall covering grounds
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Hyflex® 12
White, offset printable premium covering material

Hyflex® 7
White, offset printable premium covering material
Hyflex® 9

White, offset printable premium covering material

Illusio by Corvon®

The multi-faceted hues of Illusio by Corvon® provide a progression of intense color shifting shades that couple, contrast, and amaze around every bend.
Illusio® Board

The multi-faceted hues of Illusio® Board provide a progression of intense color shifting shades that couple, contrast, and amaze with every fold.

Iridescents™ by Corvon®

Shimmering, lustrous iridescent coating in a latex-saturated covering material. Available in Polish, Weave and Bengaline textures.
Iris
Sophisticated and opulent, soft feel and delicate texture

Iris Offset
Offset printable tightly woven white cloth
Jersey® Cover

Rich linen or leather-grain emboss in a lightweight, uncoated cover

Kashmir

Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper with metallic finish
Kensington®
Premium bonded leather

KivarFlex Drill & Cambric
Drill is a Polycotton blend fabric while Cambric is 100% Cotton.
Kivar® 2 Colors

Latex-reinforced decorative covering material for hard-bound book applications

Kivar® 2 Performa

Durable covering material for hard-bound book applications
Kivar® 3-14 Performa

Economical yet durable offset printable covering material

Kivar® 3-17 Performa

Economical yet durable offset printable covering material
Kivar® 3-22 Performa

Economical yet durable offset printable covering material

Kivar® 4-12 Graphic White

Northern Kraft durable offset printable covering material
Kivar® 7
Simulated leather and cloth patterns in a lightweight latex-saturated covering material

Kivar® 7 Performa
Economical yet durable offset printable covering material
Kivar® 7 NOW
Simulated leather and cloth patterns in a lightweight latex-saturated covering material

Kivar® Graphic White Ultra
Latex saturated, nylon reinforced offset printable cover material
Kivar® IMAGEase 201
White, lightweight cover material designed for high-end digital printing

Kivar® IMAGEase 212
White, lightweight cover material designed for high-end digital printing
Kivar® Sutton

Simulated cloth patterns in a lightweight latex-saturated covering material

LaCrema®

A 20pt high-loft, cushion-like cover material with extreme soft-touch leather finish and thermo-reactive surface; a superior cellulose-based PU-alternative
Lampshade Binding

Saturated flat kraft with solvent activated adhesive

Lexotone® 10

Premium grade decorative covering material
Lexotone® 17

Heavyweight, latex-saturated decorative cover material

Lustré Board™

Bright white, high bulk and dimensionally stable C1S or C2S poster board
Mano by Corvon®
Coated cover material with soft-touch appeal offered in a variety of solid colors

Metal Mesh by Corvon®
Metallic print with mesh texture in 4 classic hues
Metal-X by Corvon®

Rich, metallic tones and distinctive textures

Metal-X® Board

Durable paperboard combined with rich, metallic tones and distinctive textures to produce a contemporary, machined visual
Metallics by Skivertex®
Metallic coating and satin sheen create a high-tech, reflective look

Montana Cover™
High gloss acrylic coated and embossed cover stock in a range of colors
Multicolor® 70
Full spectrum of 70# classic and eye-catching colors, numerous embossing options and intriguing finishes

Multicolor® 80
Full spectrum of 80# classic and eye-catching colors, numerous embossing options and intriguing finishes
Natural (& Sculpted™)

Uncoated vellum-finished sheet available in deep, rich colors and complimentary Sculpted™ embossings

Norval®

Medium-density pressboard in a wide range of colors, plus White
Nuvolute®
Color-coated, 4pt, latex-saturated covering material, embossed to mimic leather and cloth

Nuvolute® Board
Latex-saturated decorative covering material on white paperboard composite base material
NuvoPrint®
White offset printable covering material for non-hinged applications

Offset Balmoral®
Finely woven smooth finish acrylic coated cotton cloth
Paletta

Acrylic coated latex impregnated strengthened paper with surface lustre

Passport Spine Tapes

World’s leading choice for passport covers and security documents
Pellaq Snakeskin®
High gloss, simulated leather in a range of high-end snakeskin patterns

Pellaq® Bayou
High gloss, simulated leather in high-end alligator pattern
Pellaq® Boucla
Unique, elegant gloss finish with shimmering pearl effect

Pellaq® by Skivertex®
High gloss, simulated leather in a range of high-end reptile patterns
**Pellaq® Crispel**

New leather-grain emboss in Pellaq® line of decorative covering materials

**Pellaq® Iguana**

High gloss, simulated leather in high-end iridescent reptile patterns
Permafiber®
Wet-strength, laundry and dry cleaning tag stock

Permalex® Colors
Colorful hues, bold and dramatic with striking finish
Permalex® El-Hi
Kraft base with acrylic reinforcement and acrylic coating

Permalex® Endleaf
Acrylic reinforced Kraft with pigmented acrylic base coat
Permalex® High Tear

Acrylic reinforced Kraft with nylon fibers and pigmented acrylic base

PressGuard®

Acrylic coated & embossed Type I Genuine Pressboard
Printable Tapes Systems

4.5-mil saturated flatback papers, release coated with a high performance printable release coating.

Red Wallet

Available in several standard shades of brick red
Release Liner

Creped saturated base with non-silicone, high temperature, tight release

Reprise®

Earth friendly, Earth inspired100% Recycled fiber, 30% PCW
Saranac®
Coated, mid-weight stock with a smooth, glossy finish

Securalin - Security Paper Cover Range
World’s leading choice for paper passport covers and security documents
Securatex - Security Textile Cover Range

World's leading choice for cloth passport covers and security documents

Sedona® Cover

Latex-saturated, kidskin embossed cover material
Senzo® by Corvon®

The ultimate soft-touch, offset printable cover material with luxurious matte finish offered in a variety of colors, metallics and embossings

Shadow by Corvon®

Solid color cover material with non-leather embossed finishes featuring a soft-touch matte feel with thermo-reactive surface
Shimmer by Corvon®

Richly charged iridescent cover material with jewel-like hues and a sumptuous soft-touch finish offered in a matte powder visual or optional textures

Shimmer™ Board

Durable paperboard combined with richly-charged, jewel-like hues with a silky feel and optional texture for additional shelf appeal
Silktouch Nuba by Skivertex®
Solid color or leather printed embossed cover material provides rich appearance and soft-touch feel of nubuck leather

Silktouch Thermo by Skivertex®
Leather printed embossed cover material provides rich appearance and soft-touch feel of nubuck leather with thermo-reactive surface
Skivertex®

European inspired, premium grade, simulated leather covering material (may also be referred to as Kivar® 9)

Skivertex® 17

Latex-saturated, kidskin embossed cover material
Skivertex® Ultra
Latex saturated, nylon reinforced decorative cover material

Sparkle
A bright, eye-catching range marrying the outstanding durability of a textile base with a highly fashionable colour range
Springfield Cover®
Simulated basketball texture

SuedeTex®
Soft, supple, suede-like cover stock with outstanding durability to resist moisture and tearing
Summit by Skivertex®
Strong, durable substitute for expensive cloth

Super Arcoflex®
Hard structure (paper-like), color coated polyolefin (Tyvek®), available in gummed or plain versions.
Touché® Cover

High-tactile C2S offset printable self-supporting stock with rose petal-like, matte finish that has luxurious soft-touch appeal in a range of solid colors

Tycote Banner

Acrylic-coated Tyvek® with enhanced opacity and printability
Tyvek® Flame Retardant

Fire retardant coated Tyvek®

TYVEK® Hard Structure

Paper-like polyolefin (Tyvek®) available in various weights.
TYVEK® Soft Structure
Cloth/fabric-like polyolefin (Tyvek®)

Valtex® Pressboard
Economical, low density pressboard